The child care service is now nearly twenty years ?ld; some of the boys I was trying to cope with in the late ' leg, holding a brick on his head, for several hours), and violence in the boy which finds expression at school or in the streets. I think this problem will become graver as the first wave of child immigrants reach their mid-teens. This is a social problem which will come to be called 'race violence' but isn't really.
How can one summarise all this? We are only just beginning to identify the roots of violence; we have hardly started to explore the effect of cultural factors.
We have achieved much and shall achieve more?for instance, by catching the problem early and providing better for the unmarried mother and doggedly striving to secure more consistent care for very young infants.
We know very little indeed about treating mixed-up families, but we are beginning to be more precise in our diagnoses and predictions.
Perhaps?God help me?I have to work for another twenty years before I can see if this generation is less violent than its fathers?but I think it is.
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